Varonis’ SaaS Data Security Platform simplifies deployment, delivering quantifiable data security outcomes with minimal manual effort and a low total cost of ownership (TCO).

With SaaS you can expect the following benefits:

+ Easier to deploy
+ Easier to maintain and upgrade
+ Minimal infrastructure requirements (no SQL, Solr, etc.)
+ Scales dynamically based on customer needs
+ Easier to support

**AVERAGE SAAS SAVINGS**

100% reduction in SQL licensing costs

75% reduction of managed servers

67% reduction in CPU costs

87% reduction in memory costs

92% reduction in disk costs

“The initial setup was honestly a single half-hour kickoff call with about 20 minutes’ worth of setup, and then it was done.”

**BEAU MONDAY**

Chief Information Security Officer, Punahou School

[Read the case study]
Varonis’ SaaS offering delivers:

**Meaningful security outcomes on autopilot**

Our mission is to deliver low-touch, accurate security outcomes. With powerful automation capabilities, your data becomes more secure by the minute. Even when you’re not logged in, Varonis is classifying more data, revoking permissions, enforcing policies, and triggering alerts for our incident response team to review on your behalf.

**Fast deployment, instant insights**

The Varonis SaaS platform can be deployed in minutes. Insights, alerts, and exposures populate instantly, delivering value fast. A dedicated engineer helps with onboarding, training, and configuration. Cloud-to-cloud monitoring is completely agentless and out-of-band.

**Low total cost of ownership**

There’s no need to supply hardware, purchase SQL Server licenses, or deploy complicated virtual machines. SaaS reduces your TCO by eliminating the operational costs of self-hosting.

**Proactive incident response**

Our cybersecurity experts proactively hunt for threats. If we see anything alarming, we’ll alert you. Our IR team is available to troubleshoot and advise on remediation without the need to access your corporate network.

**One subscription, endless functionality**

We’ve drastically simplified our licensing model. When you buy a Varonis SaaS Data Security Platform subscription, you get all our core functionality by default: data classification, access intelligence, least privilege automation, data activity monitoring, UEBA, sensitivity labeling, Athena AI, and more.

**Continuous threat model and policy updates**

Get immediate access to the latest product features, including the newest threat models and classification policies. No time-consuming upgrades, package downloads, or patches needed.

**TRY VARONIS FOR FREE.**

See how our cloud-native solution covers all your data security needs. Get started today at varonis.com/trial.